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KEY TAKEAWAYS

The Patent Trial and Appeal Board (PTAB), a tribunal created in 2011 to cancel patents, represents the patent system's assimilation into the administrative state.

The PTAB’s willy-nilly administrative actions have destabilized the reliable and effective patent rights that were the launching pad for the U.S. innovation economy.

Congress should repeal or reform the PTAB to restore patents as a secure foundation of its innovation economy, especially given increasing competition from China.

The United States has long been a global leader in technological innovation, which has fueled its explosive economic growth of the past two centuries from the Industrial Revolution in the 19th century to the mobile revolution in the 21st century. As economists and historians have explained, a key factor in this meteoric economic growth has been the U.S. patent system—the reliable and effective property rights secured in new inventions.\(^1\) As with all property rights, patents have functioned as a launching pad for entirely new industries and business models, like the computer and biotech sectors of modern U.S. innovation economy.\(^2\)

During the past 15 years, though, the U.S. patent system has been seriously weakened, undermining its function to promote inventions and grow the U.S. innovation economy. Among many legal and policy changes that have destabilized the patent system was Congress’ enactment of the America Invents Act of 2011 (AIA). In
addition to other structural changes to the U.S. patent system, the AIA created a new administrative tribunal at the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office (USPTO), called the Patent Trial and Appeal Board (PTAB). The sole function of the PTAB is to cancel patents previously issued by the USPTO.

As an agency tribunal, the PTAB has brought the patent system within the operations and practices of the modern administrative state, raising the same concerns about failures to follow due process and to respect the rule of law often expressed about the administrative state. Many lawyers and judges, including Supreme Court Justices, have complained that the PTAB engages in what has come to be widely identified as “shenanigans” in violating basic norms of due process in engaging in discretionary decision-making in pursuit of its raison d’etre—to cancel patents. The cancelation rates from its administrative hearings bolster complaints that the PTAB is playing fast and loose with legal rules and processes to achieve its goal of canceling patents. During the past decade, the PTAB has been canceling patents at incredibly high rates ranging between roughly 66 percent and almost 100 percent in its various administrative hearings.

This discretionary administrative decision-making at the PTAB and its highly unbalanced decisions in canceling patents have shaken the formerly reliable, stable, and effective legal foundation of the U.S. innovation economy—patent rights. The PTAB is a new experience for innovators who have long relied on patents as stable property rights to obtain venture capital financing to fund their start-ups, which are key drivers of the U.S. innovation economy. It also undermines patents as a stable legal platform by which companies can develop new commercial systems for efficiently delivering incredible new products and services to consumers, like today’s smartphones. Instead, all patents today have the pall of the PTAB hanging over them—what lawyers call a cloud on the title—threatening to cancel their property rights willy-nilly.

This Legal Memorandum describes this fundamental sea change that the PTAB has brought to the U.S. patent system and how the Supreme Court this past summer ultimately endorsed the PTAB as an acceptable administrative tribunal within the modern administrative state in its decision in United States v. Arthrex. Since 2016, the Supreme Court decided six cases addressing the PTAB’s operations and status as an administrative tribunal. After struggling with what to make of the PTAB in these rapid-fire succession of cases—one would be hard pressed to find this many Supreme Court decisions arising from a single administrative tribunal in such a short time frame—the Supreme Court came to terms with and accepted the PTAB as part and parcel of the modern administrative state in Arthrex.
Arthrex was a tremendously significant decision at the intersection of patent law, constitutional law, and administrative law. Yet it easily escapes the attention of many people given the seemingly esoteric and complex legal issues in the case. Despite these legal complexities, it is significant and its impact on the patent system and the U.S. innovation economy will be tremendous.

This Legal Memorandum thus places the Arthrex decision in historical context, describing how this somewhat obscure and complex decision by the Supreme Court threatens to undermine a key pillar of the U.S. innovation economy—just at the point in which the U.S. is facing increasing global competition from China for technological leadership. One issue is clear from Arthrex: A solution to the serious problems created by the PTAB will not come from the Supreme Court.

Congress must fix the PTAB, which makes sense, since it created this administrative tribunal in 2011. Thus, for example, the bipartisan Support Technology & Research for Our Nation’s Growth and Economic Resilience (STRONGER) Patents Act should be reintroduced and enacted into law, which imposes basic due process protections and other requirements of the rule of law on the operations of this administrative tribunal.9

Conversely, the Restoring the America Invents Act (RAIA) would expand the PTAB's power to continue canceling patents at massively high rates and with little regard for the rule of law,10 thus, the RAIA should be opposed.

The PTAB: A Brief Summary of the What, Why, and How

At first blush, the PTAB may seem unremarkable, which is itself a statement about how much the administrative state has become entrenched in the modern U.S. constitutional order and legal system.

The Patent Trial and Appeals Board. In creating the PTAB, Congress merely recreated at the USPTO what has become a conventional feature of many agencies in the administrative state: a tribunal of “administrative law judges” who oversee proceedings that mimic some aspects of regular court processes in deciding the rights and liabilities of U.S. citizens. In this case, the PTAB's administrative judges—called Administrative Patent Judges—hold administrative hearings in which “panels” of three Administrative Patent Judges consider arguments from petitioners that patents previously issued by the USPTO are in fact invalid under the legal requirements of the patent laws. If the PTAB agrees with these arguments, it cancels these patents, rendering the patents null and void.
But the PTAB is also unique as an administrative tribunal, which is why the Supreme Court was initially confused about how to classify it and apply to it the rules and norms that have been established in administrative law and constitutional law. These judicial developments will be described in more detail later in this Legal Memorandum. The purpose of this section is only to briefly describe what the PTAB is, why Congress created it in 2011, and briefly describe how it functions as an administrative tribunal. This is necessary to understand how much the PTAB has changed the patent system in the resolution of disputes and of the validity of patents under settled rules in traditional courts of law—what lawyers call “Article III courts,” given that the authorizing source of federal courts and their powers is in Article III of the U.S. Constitution.

Before the PTAB was created in 2011 and began holding administrative hearings in 2012, for most of U.S. history, the UPSTO issued patents according to legal rules created by Congress and the courts. If there was a dispute that resulted in a lawsuit, an accused infringer could challenge the validity of a patent, and its arguments were assessed by a court according to the same procedural and substantive rules that governed all litigants in court. Today, accused patent infringers can still challenge the validity of a patent in court as a defense; it is a commonplace defense in many lawsuits in which defendants allege that the plaintiff cannot sue the defendant because the plaintiff did not have a legal right that was violated in the first place. But Congress specifically created the PTAB as an administrative tribunal in which adversaries would present arguments challenging a patent’s validity separate from a dispute that was being resolved in court.

**The PTAB’s Mission.** The PTAB’s motivating principle was benign in the minds of some people, who viewed it as a tribunal at the USPTO that would be staffed by experts in law and technology who would efficiently cancel any mistakenly issued patents by the agency. But the creation of the PTAB was also driven by a deliberately crafted narrative by Big Tech about a horde of “patent trolls” using “bad patents” that impeded innovation by filing nuisance lawsuits. Aside from some bad actors (who exist in all areas of law and for which there are many existing legal doctrines and regulations to address), the facts about patent litigation and the impact it has had on innovation have consistently told a different story, especially in the high-tech sector. Still, this narrative, which continues to influence patent policy to this day, ensured that the PTAB would indeed function all too well in fulfilling its mission of canceling patents.

**How the PTAB Functions.** When Congress created the PTAB, it created a tribunal that had little substantive or procedural restraints imposed on it. The PTAB thus was a radical departure from how patents were evaluated in
regular trial proceedings in Article III courts. For example, anyone in the
world can file a petition at the PTAB to cancel a patent—one does not have to
have “standing,” which is the legal requirement that you cannot go to court
if you have not been injured or threatened with injury by another person.\textsuperscript{16} Moreover, multiple petitions can be filed against the same patent owner and
even against the same patent, a practice that quickly became commonplace
and has come to be known as “serial petitioning.”\textsuperscript{17} For example, over a five-
month period in 2014, 90 petitions were filed in the PTAB against a single
patent owner who had sued several companies in an Article III court alleging
infringement of its patents; just one of these defendants, Intel Corporation,
filed 27 of these 90 total petitions.\textsuperscript{18} PTAB petitions have also been filed for
purposes of extortion or manipulation of stock prices.\textsuperscript{19} Given the high can-
celation rates at the PTAB, a company that has one of its valuable patents
petitioned, and petitioned repeatedly at the PTAB, will see the stock market
rationally respond to this.

All of this occurred for one simple reason: When Congress created the
PTAB, it imposed very few structural or substantive limits in the AIA on
how it could act. From the get-go, the PTAB was largely unconstrained in
deciding how to set up its administrative hearings and how it would receive
submissions by petitioners and hear responses from patent owners. It was
even left entirely free to decide what legal standards it would use to inter-
pret patents. Most of its rules and practices in running its administrative
hearings were left to the PTAB’s discretionary rulemaking authority.

These are a few illustrative examples of many real-world differences
between the PTAB as an administrative tribunal and the proceedings in a
standard Article III court.\textsuperscript{20} They establish the significant degree to which
the PTAB is a radical departure from how patents had been interpreted and
enforced by courts from the early years of the American Republic. From the
beginning, the patent system was defined at its core as a private law system.
As Professor Orin Kerr observed more than 20 years ago (and before the
PTAB was created), “[t]he patent system operates not through regulation,
but rather through the private law mechanisms of contract, property, and
tort.”\textsuperscript{21} After the creation of the PTAB, in which thousands of petitions are
filed annually, Professor Kerr’s observation is no longer true.

**Administrative Shenanigans at the PTAB**

When Congress created the PTAB in 2011, it imposed almost no sub-
stantive or procedural limitations on this administrative tribunal in
its authorizing statutory provisions in the AIA. Aside from an express
requirement that the PTAB issue a decision within a single year, a delineation of what statutory requirements for valid patents could be reviewed by which hearings in the PTAB, and a few other relatively minor limits or authorizations, the PTAB was left largely to the discretion of the Director at the USPTO to administer, both procedurally and substantively. With the mission to cancel patents—and with few limits imposed on how it could go about achieving this institutional goal—the PTAB quickly became an example to many commentators and lawyers of an administrative tribunal run amok.

There have been many concerns raised about the operations of the PTAB during the past decade. One prominent example was the legal standard adopted by the PTAB in evaluating the validity of a patent in its hearings. Again, the AIA did not prescribe a standard, and former USPTO Director Michelle Lee adopted a lower legal standard for interpreting patents in PTAB hearings than the one used in an Article III court: the broadest reasonable interpretation (BRI) standard used during the application process for obtaining a patent—as opposed to the *Phillips* standard used in Article III courts.

**The BRI Standard.** The BRI standard is used by examiners at the USPTO to “stress test” a patent application to ensure that it truly meets the long-standing requirements for a valid patent, such as being novel, useful, nonobvious, and properly and fully described in the patent application. But once a patent has issued, it becomes a property right secured to its owner—in legal parlance, it is a “vested right” that was examined for validity before being granted to its owner. Thus, court decisions and the patent statutes have long deemed patents to have a presumption of validity, and courts have interpreted patents according to the plain meaning or terms of arts that the words in the document represent (deemed the “*Phillips* standard” after the modern court decision that reaffirmed this long-standing approach in interpreting patent).

This decision to adopt the BRI standard for interpreting patents challenged at the PTAB, as opposed to the *Phillips* standard used in courts, contributed to the PTAB’s inordinately high “kill rates” that at times were almost 100 percent in some of the PTAB’s review programs. This difference in legal rules in interpreting patents also resulted in cases in which the PTAB canceled a patent after an Article III court had already construed a patent as valid and enforceable. Which decision trumped the other one—the administrative decision that a patent was invalid and cancelled or the Article III court decision that the patent is valid and enforceable?
The answer was given by the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit in 2017. The Federal Circuit ruled that this is an acceptable contradiction in legal decisions concerning the validity of the same property right reached between two institutions—an administrative tribunal and an Article III court—that have both been authorized by Congress to review issued patents. But this was not a real answer to this constitutional and legal quandary, because it still left the matter unsettled. Ultimately, it simply defaulted to the conclusion that, given the uncertainty created by the cancelation of the patent by the PTAB, the PTAB’s decision *de facto* trumps the court decision simply as a practical matter.

**Procedural Irregularities.** In addition to vagaries in the legal rules used in its hearings to interpret patents, there have been procedural irregularities at the PTAB that would not occur in an Article III court. One particularly shocking practice in the PTAB that has raised serious due process concerns has been the practice of “panel stacking” of Administrative Patent Judges in its administrative hearings. Panel stacking is the PTAB equivalent of what President Franklin Delano Roosevelt attempted to do in 1937 in “packing” the Supreme Court, and which many on the Left have proposed should be done today. In brief, additional Administrative Patent Judges are added to the standard three-person panel that hears a petition to cancel a patent. Expanding the panel is done for purposes of influencing the PTAB decision, at best, or dictating a specific decision, at worst. Unlike with the Supreme Court, panel stacking is not merely a proposal in the PTAB—it is a shocking reality.

**Panel Stacking: Target Corp.** One particularly notorious example was *Target Corp. v. Destination Maternity Corp.*, in which the USPTO Director Lee rejected a decision by the standard panel of three Administrative Patent Judges, which concluded that a challenged patent was in fact valid. She ordered the Administrative Patent Judges to rehear the case and issue a new decision. To ensure that the new panel reached the result she wanted, Director Lee added two more Administrative Patent Judges to the panel for a total of five Administrative Patent Judges to hear the case, giving the challenger a proverbial second bite at the apple. In the second decision, the panel predictably split in a 3–2 decision with the original three Administrative Patent Judges sticking to their original decision that the patent was valid and the two new Administrative Patent Judges on the panel declaring that patent was invalid. Again, Director Lee rejected this second decision and ordered a *third* hearing; this time, she added two more Administrative Patent Judges for a total of seven Administrative Patent Judges in a third
bite at the apple in holding a hearing to invalidate the challenged patent. After the third hearing, the panel predictably split 4–3 in its decision with the now four additional Administrative Patent Judges concluding that the patent was invalid and the original three Administrative Patent Judges still arguing (now in vain) that the patent was valid. The expanded panel of seven Administrative Patent Judges having finally reached the preordained “right” decision, Director Lee accepted this third decision that the patent was invalid.³¹

These are just a few examples of the new regulatory mode of governance in a patent system that was once defined by relatively clear legal requirements, the rule of law, and stable legal institutions in which patents were interpreted by Article III courts. Subsequent reforms were adopted by USPTO Director Andrei Iancu, who followed Director Lee as head of the agency. Director Iancu issued new regulations that reversed some of these prior rules and changed some of the practices.³² But these new rules are not legally mandated; thus, there is nothing that will prevent a future USPTO Director from reversing course again and reinstating as a matter of regulatory fiat all of these problematic practices at the PTAB, whose administrative panels one former federal judge once characterized as “death squads...killing property rights.”³³

**Big Tech and the PTAB.** In fact, Big Tech and its supporting policy organizations strongly contested and actively lobbied against many of the regulatory reforms instituted by Director Iancu. They lobbied Congress to enact legislation to reverse these new regulations (which ultimately led to the introduction of the RAIA last fall, as will be discussed later in this Legal Memorandum).

Big Tech have lobbied the Secretary of Commerce to abrogate by regulatory fiat at least one of the reforms adopted during Director Iancu’s term at the USPTO that authorized the PTAB to deny a petition when a concurrent court case raising the same validity challenge to the same patent was about to be decided by an Article III court.³⁴ They also filed a court challenge to these regulatory reforms—and this litigation by Apple, Google, and other Big Tech companies continues to this day.³⁵ This massive lobbying of governmental officials and Congress, and the concomitant filing of court cases challenging administrative practices, capture perfectly the new regulatory mode of governance that has become the norm today for innovators. All of this creates uncertainty for innovators who once received reliable and effective patent rights issued by the USPTO that were then interpreted by Article III courts acting according to comparatively stable legal rules.
The Original Uncertain Status of the PTAB as an Administrative Tribunal

As originally conceived, the PTAB is supposed to function as an administrative board of experts—both in patent law and in the respective technical field of a patented invention—in making solely legal judgments about the validity of an issued patent under the statutory patentability requirements in the Patent Act. Its role is to assess in its various review programs the legal requirements for an inventor to receive a valid patent, such as that the invention be new and that it must be fully disclosed, among other statutory requirements of the Patent Act.36

Unlike other agencies in the administrative state, the PTAB is not intended to implement or create policy embraced by the elected President in the executive branch. For this reason, the PTAB was structured from the get-go as an unusual animal for an administrative tribunal. In its institutional design and operational practices, the PTAB reflects elements of both adversarial proceedings in an Article III court and the discretionary decision-making processes that are more commonplace in other administrative agencies.

**Mixed Signals.** The Supreme Court was initially perplexed about what to make of this strange new tribunal—this institutional equivalent of a platypus that quacked like a legal duck but looked like an administrative beaver. In *Cuozzo Speed Technologies v. Lee*, the Court observed that “inter partes review is less like a judicial proceeding and more like a specialized agency proceeding.”37 As an administrative agency creating rules to run its own proceedings without any express legislative restrictions on these rules, the Supreme Court granted the PTAB the same deference that courts have long given to agency decision-making.38

In *SAS Institute Inc. v. Iancu* (2018), though, the Supreme Court stated that the IPR hearing is “an adversarial process before the Patent Office that mimics civil litigation.”39 In that case, the Court held that the plain language of the AIA in creating this adversarial process prevented the USPTO from having the discretion to permit the PTAB to select which patent claims to review or not in granting a petition challenging multiple claims in a single patent.40 So, which was it—a specialized agency proceeding or an adversarial process mimicking civil litigation?

An answer to this question began to emerge a little in *Oil States v. Greene’s Energy*,41 in which the PTAB’s cancellation of a patent in its administrative hearings was challenged as an unconstitutional deprivation of the rights of a patent owner in violation of the separation of powers and the
Seventh Amendment guarantee of the right to a jury trial. In *Oil States*, the Supreme Court held for the first time that a vested patent issued to an inventor remains a “public right” with respect to the statutory requirements for an inventor receiving a valid patent. Thus, the Supreme Court concluded that a patent can be canceled by executive agency action, such as by an administrative decree issued by Administrative Patent Judges in the PTAB, without violating the separation of powers or the Seventh Amendment’s guarantee of a right to a jury trial in court.

Although this weighed in favor of the view that patents are regulatory entitlements and not vested private property rights, *Oil States* did not fully resolve the institutional status of the PTAB, if only because this question was not presented in this case. Thus, it was still unclear whether the PTAB would be accountable to the legal rules governing Article III courts, such as respecting due process, or to the more pliable constitutional and legal standards applied to administrative agencies generally.

**The Arthrex Court: The PTAB as an Administrative Tribunal**

The answer to this institutional question finally emerged in last summer’s decision in *United States v. Arthrex*, in which the Supreme Court addressed the issue of whether the Administrative Patent Judges who run the PTAB hearings are unconstitutionally appointed under the Appointments Clause of the Constitution. The strictly legal issue in *Arthrex* concerned the constitutional classification of the Administrative Patent Judges in the PTAB: Are they principal officers or are they inferior officers?

The Constitution mandates, in what lawyers now identify as the Appointments Clause, that principal officers must be appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate. The phrase “principal officers” is not in the Constitution, but the Appointments Clause does identify some of the officials who count as principal officers: “ambassadors, other public ministers and consuls, Judges of the Supreme Court.” This explains why the President nominates cabinet officials or Supreme Court Justices and the Senate holds hearings with the nominees and confirms or rejects their appointments by a Senate vote. Although the Appointments Clause specifically identifies three specific officials, courts have not identified or created any absolute rule defining what makes a governmental official a “principal” officer who must be appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate.

Instead, courts have held that any official who wields “significant authority” within the now-massive administrative state with innumerable federal officials exercising a wide range of governmental powers is a principal officer.
who must be appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate. Legal scholars have confessed that this legal test “is fraught with uncertain-
ty,” but it clearly includes, among others, cabinet heads, judges in regular courts (Article III courts), and other high-ranking federal officials.

If an official is not a principal officer, then this person counts as an “inferior Officer” under the Appointments Clause. Inferior officers may be appointed as seen fit by Congress in legislation that can vest “the Appointment of such inferior Officers, as they think proper, in the President alone, in the Courts of Law, or in the Heads of Departments.” This explains the routine and commonplace appointment of innumerable officials and governmental employees by various directors and managers throughout all departments and agencies in the federal government.

**Principal vs. Inferior Officers.** With this constitutional framework in mind, the question in *Arthrex* can be restated more precisely as whether the Administrative Patent Judges in the PTAB are principal officers or inferior officers given the significant legal authority they wield in canceling vested patents. The power of the PTAB is significant: It cancels a patent, a legal property right that can be valued in the billions of dollars, such as a patent on a new drug, and this decision is conclusive. In fact, the PTAB’s decisions are not only final at the USPTO, some of them are not even appealable to Article III courts, such as the PTAB’s initial decision whether to grant a petition and hold a hearing to decide whether to cancel a patent.

These somewhat technical legal details all matter under the Constitution because the AIA established that the Administrative Patent Judges in the PTAB are appointed by the USPTO Director, not by the President with Senate confirmation. If these Administrative Patent Judges wield significant final legal authority in canceling vested patents, this means they are principal officers, and thus their appointment by the USPTO Director is in violation of the Appointments Clause. They must be appointed, similar to other legal officials who wield similar authority, by the President and confirmed by the Senate.

The counterargument was that the USPTO Director did exercise significant control over the PTAB and its decision-making process. One oft-cited example is the director’s creation of regulations governing the PTAB’s processes and decisions, such as the adoption of the BRI standard for construing claims and then its replacement (for the moment, anyway) with the *Phillips* standard. Another example invoked in the *Arthrex* case was the “panel stacking” practices, despite the widespread criticisms of this agency practice by commentators and scholars alike.
The confusion over the PTAB’s institutional classification was explicitly raised in the *Arthrex* oral argument, in which the Justices repeatedly stressed the unusual nature of the PTAB. At one point, Justice Elena Kagan asked counsel, “Is this just an unaccountably strange bird?” Justice Neil Gorsuch expressed similar sentiments, asking counsel, “Isn’t it fair to say, ‘This is a rare bird? It’s an unusual animal given that there isn’t final review in the agency head?’”

Ultimately, the Court issued a highly fractured 5–4 decision in *Arthrex*. In terms of the legal question presented to the Court, a five-Justice majority concluded that the Administrative Patent Judges in the PTAB are principal officers who were unconstitutionally appointed by the USPTO Director. In terms of the remedy, though, a different line-up of Justices formed a majority to cure this constitutional violation by judicially rewriting the AIA to give the director more immediate control over the PTAB’s decisions by allowing appeals of PTAB panel decisions directly to the director, who can affirm or reverse the PTAB decision.

*Arthrex*: A Fractured Decision. Chief Justice John Roberts wrote the opinion on both the constitutional issue and remedy that was joined in separate parts by concurring and dissenting Justices to form the separate majorities on both the constitutional question and the remedy. Justice Stephen Breyer wrote a concurring and dissenting opinion in which he argued that the appointment of the Administrative Patent Judges was constitutional, because they were inferior officers, but since a majority of Justices held otherwise, he concurred in the remedy adopted by Chief Justice Roberts in judicially rewriting the AIA. Justice Neil Gorsuch filed a concurring and dissenting opinion in which he joined Chief Justice Roberts’ opinion on the constitutional issue, but he dissented on the remedy, arguing that the proper remedy was to respect the separation of powers by striking down the PTAB as unconstitutional and allowing Congress to enact new legislation that cured this constitutional defect in the PTAB. Justice Clarence Thomas dissented on both issues, arguing that the appointment of the Administrative Patent Judges in the PTAB was constitutional because they are inferior officers, and, if the Court held otherwise, the proper remedy was only to vacate the PTAB decision in this specific dispute. The other Justices joined various parts of Chief Justice Roberts’ opinion, as well as parts of the concurring and dissenting opinions by Justices Gorsuch, Breyer, and Thomas.

With its overlapping portions of opinions and fractured majorities requiring a Venn Diagram to make sense of it all, the *Arthrex* decision is as much a judicial platypus as the agency platypus that was its progenitor. Yet there is some clarity in the *Arthrex* decision concerning an emerging
judicial consensus about the PTAB and the nature of patents as legal entitlements within the modern administrative state. The remedy adopted by Chief Justice Roberts (and joined by an unusual mix of conservative and liberal Justices57) now makes PTAB decisions reviewable by the politically appointed Director of the USPTO. This remedy made sense to Chief Justice Roberts and the Justices who joined this portion of his opinion because it makes the PTAB less of a platypus and more like an administrative beaver. In other words, the Arthrex Court converted the PTAB into an administrative tribunal that looks and acts like administrative tribunals in other agencies throughout the modern administrative state.

**Patent System Shift.** In combination with Oil States, Arthrex confirms the fundamental shift in the U.S. patent system that began with the enactment of the AIA in 2011. As created in the AIA, the PTAB is supposed to engage in solely legal analysis in reviewing the subject matter eligibility and patentability requirements of issued patents, as set forth in the Patent Act. The PTAB is not supposed to engage in discretionary policymaking decisions under regulatory edicts or implement policy under a broadly framed organic statute that directs an agency to protect the “public interest,” which is what administrative law judges do in other agencies that implement the policies of the current Administration.58

This is why the AIA insulated the PTAB from potentially political or policy-based decision-making by a political appointee at the USPTO—the USPTO Director. Even before the PTAB was created by the AIA, the director was still a different type of agency head as compared to the heads of other agencies, as the director historically has not exercised the substantive authority that other heads of administrative agencies implement in their policies as directed by the President.59 In examining patent applications, the USPTO has historically been governed entirely by the Patent Act (and by court decisions interpreting and applying these legislative provisions). The USPTO was required to institute these substantive statutory and judicial mandates, and thus it had administrative authority only to create procedural rules for the submission and examination of patent applications.60

**A Strange Bird.** All of this explains why the PTAB ended up looking and acting like a platypus or a “strange bird,” as Justices Kagan and Gorsuch put the point in oral argument in Arthrex. The PTAB was ostensibly an administrative tribunal exercising solely legal authority, not policymaking authority, in reviewing and canceling issued patents. As described earlier, it was intended to be an efficient legal mechanism for eliminating mistakenly issued patents. Thus, its solely legal decisions were final at the USPTO. This insulated the PTAB’s legal decision-making from policy decision-making by the director.
But the PTAB was indeed something new in the U.S. patent system: A full-blown administrative tribunal for canceling patents. The myriad of legal challenges of specific legal rules in *Cuozzo*, *SAS Institute*, and other cases were only legal skirmishes in a broader legal contest that was more directly addressed in *Oil States* and *Arthrex*. Ultimately, the Supreme Court was going to have to decide: Is the PTAB a type of court that should respect and be held accountable to the procedural and substantive requirements of Article III courts or is the PTAB another tribunal in the modern administrative state in which discretionary decision-making implements policy goals of the current Administration in the executive branch?

Despite some initially confusing back-and-forth decisions in *Cuozzo* and *SAS Institute*, *Arthrex* has resolved this question. It confirms that the Supreme Court views the PTAB through the lens of administrative law and the modern administrative state, and, following *Oil States*, that patents are “public rights” whose validity as property rights in the innovation economy can be determined by the vagaries of administrative processes and policy-based decision-making.

**Why the Shift to an Administrative Patent System Matters**

Economists and historians have long recognized that stable and reliable property rights are an essential foundation for economic growth and flourishing societies.\(^6\) This key economic and political principle applies equally to patents—property rights secured to innovators who have created the new products and services that have grown the U.S. innovation economy during the past two centuries.\(^6\) This was the genius of the Founders, who specifically authorized Congress in the Constitution to enact patent and copyright laws.\(^6\) In *The Federalist* No. 43, James Madison wrote:

> The utility of this power [to secure copyrights and patents in the Constitution] will scarcely be questioned. The copyright of authors has been solemnly adjudged, in Great Britain, to be a right of common law. The right to useful inventions seems with equal reason to belong to the inventors. The public good fully coincides in both cases with the claims of individuals.\(^6\)

As explained in previous legal memoranda, such as “The Constitutional Protection of Intellectual Property,”\(^6\) Congress and courts historically defined and secured patents, not through discretionary policymaking in the political institutions and modes of regulatory analysis in the executive branch, but through the private law doctrines of property law. Accordingly,
the Supreme Court and lower federal courts historically secured constitutional protections for patents as private property rights, as contrasted with the courts’ simultaneous denial of these same constitutional protections for public franchises or monopoly grants. As private property rights, patents were vested rights in inventors and secured to their owners under legal doctrines interpreted and applied by courts operating under the rule of law.\(^6\) This established a stable legal foundation in reliable and effective property rights, which then served as an essential basis for investments in and the commercialization of new products and services—the driving force of the dynamically growing U.S. innovation economy for two hundred years.

Moreover, Congress and courts defined and protected patents as private property rights on par with all other property rights. For example, in “The Supreme Court or Congress Must Restore Injunctions for Patent Owners,”\(^6\) the author of this Legal Memorandum explained how a key legal element of private property rights—the protection of the exclusive use of an asset by an injunction against ongoing or willful infringement—serves the same economic function for patents as it does for all property rights. An injunction is an essential backstop for all commercial negotiations in the marketplace; American innovators were secured against pirates who would steal the fruits of their inventive labors and destroy their markets, and thus they commercialized their innovations in the free market through a myriad of new business models and other innovative commercial arrangements. This served as the launching pad for the explosive growth in the U.S. innovation economy from the Industrial Revolution in the 19th century to the mobile revolution in the early 21st century.

**What to Do About the PTAB Today**

This evidence of the overwhelming success of the U.S. patent system as a system of private property rights in promoting inventions and driving economic growth, as compared to administrative systems and other express forms of industrial policy, is important. It provides key insights and guidance on two issues facing U.S. policymakers today.

**Pending Legislation: The Good and the Bad.** First, several bills addressing the PTAB have been introduced in Congress, representing two different institutional and legal approaches to the patent system.

On one hand, the STRONGER Patents Act would impose important structural limitations on the PTAB, constraining its largely unbridled discretionary decision-making power that the Supreme Court has affirmed it possesses as an administrative tribunal in the modern administrative state.\(^6\)
The Supreme Court has made clear that it will not impose the necessary limits on the PTAB that are required by due process and related rule-of-law norms, confining innovators to the vagaries of agency policymaking in the administrative state. The STRONGER Patents Act would end some of the instability and weakness in patents created by the PTAB, restoring the reliable and effective property rights that have been a fountainhead of economic growth and global U.S. technological leadership.

Even better, the Restoring American Leadership in Innovation (RALI) Act would eliminate the PTAB entirely, returning the U.S. back to the successful innovation-promoting system in which patent owners received reliable and effective private property rights for licensing and other commercial activities in the marketplace. When disputes concerning these intellectual property rights arise, including questions of the validity of the patents, these would be addressed—as they were historically—through proper legal processes in courts that respect the equal rights of all parties.

The RALI Act is aspirational and idealistic in limiting the growth of the modern administrative state that has impacted the lives of all Americans, but at least the STRONGER Patents Act realistically recognizes that, if the PTAB cannot be repealed, then the people’s representatives in Congress can—and should—insist that this administrative tribunal follow a modicum of respect for due process and the rule of law. The continued growth of the U.S. innovation economy and its continued status as a global technological leader should demand nothing less.

On the other hand, bills that would empower the PTAB even more—and thus continue to feed the growth of the leviathan of the administrative state—should be opposed. The recently introduced Restoring the America Invents Act (RAIA) would unleash the PTAB in its mission of canceling patents, ultimately expanding the power and decision-making authority of this administrative tribunal even more compared to traditional courts.

The RAIA is confusing because it was nominally introduced to abrogate a regulatory reform adopted by former USPTO Director Iancu that permitted the PTAB to reject a petition to cancel a patent on the ground that a court decision concerning the validity of a patent in a pending lawsuit was imminent. Thus, RAIA supporters claim that this bill removes discretionary authority in the PTAB, but this is not true. The RAIA broadly expands the power of the PTAB to cancel patents and reaffirms the processes the PTAB adopted under the Obama Administration that produced patent cancelation rates ranging between 70 percent to 100 percent. Thus, the RAIA doubles down on the assimilation of the patent system into the modern
administrative state and the related perspective of patents as merely regulatory entitlements, continuing to undermine this essential foundation of the U.S. innovation economy.

**Innovation Policy.** Second, the U.S. is currently facing strategic and economic competition as the global technological leader, especially from China. China has explicitly embraced the goal in its domestic industrial policies of growing its own innovation economy. Thus, China subsidizes its own high-tech companies, such as Huawei, and it promotes these companies through legal and economic advantages through its laws, regulations, and court decisions. The U.S. is currently considering numerous policies to respond to China and in response to various economic developments, such as a global shortage in computer chips, supply-chain problems, and the development of next-generation technologies, such as 5G, AI, and self-driving cars, among others.

Similar to the success of the U.S. in the Cold War with the Soviet Union in the 20th century, the U.S. will not win this new 21st-century technological Cold War with China by replicating the political and economic policies of its adversaries. The U.S. should continue to follow the path in innovation policy that has produced its explosive economic growth and global leadership: protection of property rights, the free market, and the support of these vital private rights and commercial institutions by stable legal institutions like courts that are governed by the rule of law and due process. In sum, the U.S. should recognize and support again a robust patent system that provides reliable and effective property rights to innovators.

**Conclusion**

The U.S. patent system, as first developed by the early Congresses and federal courts from 1790 through the 20th century, represented at its core a private law system in which patents were defined and secured as private property rights that were primarily interpreted and enforced by Article III courts. The AIA fundamentally altered the U.S. patent system in redefining patents as regulatory entitlements that are subject to discretionary cancelation by a tribunal in the modern administrative state—the PTAB. At first, patent owners sought protection of their property rights from the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court was initially confused about what had been wrought by the PTAB, but it has ultimately concluded that the PTAB is indeed an administrative tribunal, blessing its operations as a discretionary, policymaking authority, just as the Supreme Court has done so with other agencies in the modern administrative state.
It thus falls to Congress to protect the patent system from its assimilation into the modern leviathan that is the administrative state. Ideally, Congress should repeal the PTAB and return to the system of private property rights that successfully spurred the U.S. innovation economy for over 200 years. At a minimum, though, Congress should impose more structural restrictions on the PTAB and its operations, compelling it to respect due process and the rule of law. Congress should also reject any further attempts at merging the patent system even more into the modern administrative state.

If Congress fails to stop, or at least slow, the assimilation of the patent system into the modern administrative state, the implications of this radical change in the U.S. patent system will be felt for many years to come. Innovators will become subjected to the vagaries of shifting procedural and substantive rules at the PTAB that naturally result from changes in Administrations in the executive branch, mirroring the same policy shifts in other agencies that have long occurred over many decades.

If this happens, then the past serves as a guide. Economists and historians have long studied the U.S. patent system, finding the source of its successes in spurring the U.S. innovation economy as a private property rights system as compared to other countries’ less successful administrative approaches to promoting innovation. If resistance to today’s administrative leviathan is deemed futile, then the success of the U.S. patent system as a private property rights system in driving the U.S. innovation economy will itself become a thing of the past.

Adam Mossoff is Visiting Intellectual Property Fellow in the Edwin Meese III Center for Legal and Judicial Studies, of the Institute for Constitutional Government, at The Heritage Foundation, a Professor of Law at the Antonin Scalia Law School of George Mason University, and a Senior Fellow at the Hudson Institute.
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